The Packaging Innovations Stage

Insights on sustainability, innovation and design in food, drinks and FMCG
Wednesday 1 December
10.30
Innovation in 2022: the key trends defining your next
packaging project
Paul Jenkins, Founder, The Pack Hub
Paul Jenkins of The Pack Hub opens this year’s talks
programme with an overview of the key challenges that
will influence packaging design and innovation projects in
the year to come, from changing consumer demands to
sustainability, new materials, smart packaging and more.
11.30
Packaging that tells the truth: how technological and
digital innovations will unpack consumer behaviour in
future
James Harmer, Planning & Innovation Strategy Leader,
Cambridge Design Partnership
James will explore the future of packaging with the
potential to perform digital ethnography, sharing insights
from recent innovations and giving a glimpse of how
packaging will offer us deeper insights into consumers’ lives
and their future relationship with products.
12.30
Innovation Lab - Tag and Trace: the opportunities to add
unique marks to refillable packaging and more
Nathalie Muller, Head of Innovation, Inspectron and Anna
Pitt, SESI Food and Household Refill
There are an increasing number of technologies to
uniquely mark items so they can be traced. In this
presentation Nathalie Muller of MagVision compares some
of the different options, how they can be used and how
you can manage them. She will be joined by Anna Pitt from
SESI, who have just embarked on the journey to trace their
refillable packaging through its life journey.
1.30
Pentawards Sessions - Design at the Point of Inflection
Andrew Lawrence, Global Executive Creative Director,
Elmwood
Identity is now the anchor for brands we deliver. In this talk,
Andrew will discuss how these identities must have the
potential to liberate multiple expressions of the brand’s
character and purpose, using distinctive design elements
to make content more ownable without the need to simply
sticker the logo everywhere.

2.30
Innovation Lab - Sustainable solutions to ecommerce
growth: is innovation the answer?
Jonathan Pallister, Senior Packaging Consultant, Allpack
Jonathan will discuss the conflicting challenges facing
manufacturers and consumers in e-commerce - the
commercial demand for high volume, cost effective, and
logistically efficient packaging, and the environmentally
aware audience’s concerns and need for a great buying
experience, fast delivery, and a friction-less return facility.
3.30
The £10bn Debate: exploring the impacts of Extended
Producer Responsibility, the Deposit Return Scheme, the
plastics tax and more
Jane Bevis, Executive Chair and Director, OPRL; Martin Kersh,
Director, Foodservice Packaging Association; Cathy Cook,
Vice-Chair, LARAC; Shane Monkman, Managing Director,
One:Ex Consulting; Stuart Lendrum, Head of Packaging,
Quality and Food Safety, Iceland; Nikki Grainge, Packaging
Development Manager, Waitrose
Check the Show Guide for more speakers!
Brands and packaging manufacturers faces huge
innovation, material and business challenges and
significant costs in the coming years as government rolls
out new constraints. How will packaging development
react? And who will pay? This series of sessions will
explore the impacts on packaging development, design,
manufacturing and recovery as new regulations around
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR), the Deposit Return
Scheme (DRS), Waste Management Consistency (WMS)
and others come into force.
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Thursday 2 December
10.30
Pentawards Sessions - Brand Love
Paul Williams, Executive Creative Director, Springetts
From Fab ice lollies to a rice revolution, beer with character
to a Sheffield institution. Brands that are liked but not loved
are not brands at all. Brand Love is a collection of stories
about how Springetts work with brands to make them
loved.
11.15
Pentawards Sessions -Transforming snacks and treats
through design
Richard Walzer, Design Director - Breakthrough Innovation,
Europe, PepsiCo Design & Innovation

1.30
Plastics bad, other materials good? New frontiers in
tackling the UK’s packaging materials footprint
Paula Chin, Sustainable Materials Specialist, WWF; Amanda
Curtis, Sustainability Expert and Consultant, IGD; Simon
Hann, Principal Consultant, Eunomia
In recent years, there has been increasing concern about
our consumption of single-use packaging and particularly
the impacts of plastic waste. This session will challenge you
to challenge your perspectives around the overall impacts
of the supply chains for both plastics and other materials
- so that you can consider the best packaging materials
for your product. Hear about the WWF and Tesco’s findings
in their new study, The UK’s Packaging Materials Footprint,
which highlights both social and environmental impacts
associated with the supply chains of a range of materials,
and the IGD’s Sustainable Packaging Systems initiative.

Richard Walzer shares his insights into how PepsiCo’s
Design & Innovation team is working to bring not only new
visuals but a full transformation to some of the market’s
most recognisable brands.

3.00
E-commerce packaging in a post-Covid world
Jude Allan, Chair, IOM3 Packaging Society

12.00
Pentawards Sessions - Reuse as the foundation for more
rewarding packaging experiences
Mike Webster, Director of 3D Experience & Sustainability, 1HQ
Global

E-commerce has seen massive growth in the past
two years as a result of the Covid pandemic. In this
presentation, Jude Allan reviews the recent changes
across the e-commerce sector and discusses the impact
on packaging development and design that have come
about as a result.

The transition to reusable packaging systems is key
to reducing packaging waste and CO2 footprint. To
successfully drive adoption of reuse behaviours requires
incentivising consumers with a more valuable pack
experience than offered today. Reuse therefore presents an
opportunity to reimagine packaging in a new light.
1.00
Innovation Lab -A breakthrough solution for a new foilfree environment in labels
Paolo Grasso, Sales Director, ACTEGA Metal Print
In the production of metalized labels, thousands of tonnes
of foil waste are sent to landfill or burned at incineration
plants each year – a huge sustainability issue for the wine
and spirits, pharmaceutical and health and beauty
markets. Hear how we’ve solved this with a breakthrough
technology that not only eradicates foil waste but achieves
shelf-standout unlocking increased consumer sales.
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